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Plan to construct an international airport (Kimhae International Airport) in southeast area of Korea

Construction of an
additional runway (3200m)

Construction of an
international passenger terminal

Expansion of roads
and railways to the airport

Total cost Approximately
US$ 5.5 billion

Development of a multi-functional airport city – a new approach is needed
Central business
district

To take advantage of new airport and new traffic facilities

Purpose

To create practical jobs for local economy
To increase benefit for neighboring low income people

Sub-centers
traffic network

Definition

Multi-functional
airport city

A multi-functional airport city is a place where infrastructure for
economic activities in relation to the airport and welfare/residential
facilities for workers are well-equipped with.
A large business district is located at the rear of the airport city.

Airport

Multi-functional airport city and C.B.D

Significance
of traffic network

Traffic network between the central business district and the airport city is
important as airport is located far way from the CBD to prevent airport noise.
People working at the airport city commute between the city and
the central business district/sub-centers.

A new approach is needed which goes beyond existing framework
The government is thinking about a new and different approach from
existing way of development

New approach includes promotion of local economy by re-arranging
resources and economic activities of people in relation to the airport.

It should be more comprehensive and flexible, and will be more
sophisticated in the future.

Source: Oh Seongyeol, Construction of an international airport and a multi-functional airport city in southeast area of Korea, 2017, Korea Transport Institute.

NEWS

Joint Seminar with JTRI and MOU Signing

2017 Korea Drone Policy Forum

Korea Transport Institute co-organized a disaster and

Korea Transport Institute held ‘2017 Korea Drone

transport seminar with Japan Transport Research

Policy Forum’ on August 24 at the National

Institute on August 23 at JTRI conference room in

Assembly conference room. Various topics to help

Tokyo, Japan. Topics including disaster prevention

promote drone industry in Korea were covered at

system, use of emergency routes, and communication

the forum, which was co-hosted by KOTI, Korea

network and big data in disaster response were

Transportation Safety Authority, Korea Drone

discussed at the joint seminar for prevention, response

Industry Association and Society of Intelligent

and post-management of disaster. A memorandum

Transport System hosted, and co-organized by

of understanding was signed, before the discussion,

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport,

to promote constant sharing of research information

and Land, Infrastructure and Transport Committee

between two organizations.

of the National Assembly.

MOU Signing with Samsung Card
Korea Transport Institute signed a memorandum of
understanding with Samsung Card Co. Ltd. on August
31 at the institute’s conference room. Designed to
enhance cooperation and joint research between two
organizations, the MOU is expected to help establish
knowledge sharing system between two for the increase
of public traffic convenience and welfare.
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